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Abstract

In this paper we address the problem of controlling multiple robots manipulating
a rigid object cooperatively when the robots and load parameters are uncertain. We
propose a controller that takes into account the dynamics of both the load and the
manipulators. The linearity of the dynamics of the robots and the load, with respect
to the unknown parameters, is exploited during the derivation of the parameter adap
tation scheme. In order to design a control and update laws that do not require the
measurements of the of the joint accelerations or the load acceleration, the dynamics
of both the robots and the load are filtered through a stable first order filter. Then two
prediction error vectors are defined as the difference between the measured filtered
dynamics and the predicted filtered dynamics of both the robots and the load. The
least-squares estimation method is used to estimate the parameters of the multi-robot
system from the prediction errors. We then develop a controller that is based on the
cancellation of the nonlinearities. The proposed controller guarantees global asymp
totic tracking of the robot and load trajectories and also guarantees the asymptotic
tracking of the internal forces trajectories.
1. Introduction

Recently considerable amount of research has focused on the problem of
cooperative control and coordination of multiple robots. Interest in multi-robot sys
tems has arisen because several tasks require the use of two or more robots. Examples
of such tasks include the joining and securing of large pipes for the construction of
space structures, picking up and canying heavy loads, and grasping odd shaped loads.
Cooperative robots may be used in hazardous or unsafe environments such as in
space, in deep waters and in radioactive environments. By using more than one robot
the manipulation capability and the workspace of the system are further increased.
However the multi-robot systems are more difficult to control than single robots.
Additional problems arise as the parameters of the robots and the manipulated load
may not be known exactly.
It is important to review some major developments in the single robot adaptive
control literature because of their relevance to the multiple robots case.
Ortega and Spong [10] presented a summary of several recent papers on adap
tive control for rigid robots. Craig et. al. [4] proposed an adaptive control law which
is basically a modification of the a computed torque control scheme. Slotine and Li
[14] exploited the structural properties of the rigid manipulator dynamics to design an
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adaptive controller capable of general trajectory tracking control. They tested their
design on a two degree of freedom semi-direct drive robot. They experimentally
showed that the parameters of the robot which were assumed to be unknown initially
can be estimated within a very short time. They also showed that their controller has
the same level of robustness to unmodeled dynamics as the PD controlled system.
Better tracking performance than the PD or the computed torque schemes were also
obtained.
Bayard and Wen [2] introduced a class of asymptotically stable adaptive control
laws for robotic manipulators. In their analysis they used a parameterization of the
dynamics of the robot which is based on physical quantities. They also used the pro
perty that the dynamics are linear with respect to the unknown parameters of the
manipulator. They proposed an energy like Lyapunov function that retains the non
linear character and structure of the dynamics. The authors proved that their approach
leads to asymptotically stable adaptive systems. Their approach does not require the
convergence of the parameter estimates, invertibility of the mass matrix estimate or
the measurement of joint accelerations.
Seraji [13] proposed a decentralized adaptive control algorithm for robot mani
pulators. His controller is based on independent joint control. A PID controller and
position velocity acceleration feedforward controller both with adjustable gains are
used to control each joint independently. Sadegh and Horowitz [12] presented a con
trol scheme that uses the desired trajectory outputs to update the parameters and the
controller. They also address the robustness properties of the proposed scheme.
Middleton and Goodwin [8] examined the use of predictive adaptive control laws to a
rigid link manipulator. They used a computed torque controller in conjunction with
linear estimation techniques to prove the global convergence of the adaptive system.
There were two important developments for the adaptive control of single robots
which are relevant to our work on the control of multiple robots. The first develop
ment was the use of linearity of the uncertain parameters of the robot with respect to
the dynamics of the robot. The second development is the use of the predictive adap
tive control to design control laws for rigid robots. We will use these two develop
ments to design an adaptive controller for the multi-robot system.
Few control schemes for cooperative multiple robots manipulating a common
load have been proposed. Tam et al. [16] presented a control method that is based
on the linearization of the robot models with nonlinear feedback and nonlinear
transformation; they then use the theory of linear optimal control to design a robust
controller. Yunet al. [17] used exact linearization and output decoupling to design a
controller for the two robot manipulators. Zheng and Luh [20] considered the dual
arms system as a closed dynamic chain and then used master/slave method to design
the control laws. Yoshikawa and Zheng [19] proposed a cooperative dynamic hybrid
control method; this method takes into consideration both the manipulator dynamics
and the object dynamics. Guo and Ahmad [1] looked at the control problems when
the robots have compliant joints.
Hsu et al [6] developed a control algorithm for the coordinated manipulation of
multifingered robot hand. Their control guarantees the convergence of the load
motion and internal forces to the desired values respectively.
Walker et al. [18] developed an algorithm for the control of two robots handling
a load of unknown mass. Their controller achieves global convergence of the load
motion and the internal forces to their respective desired trajectories. Their con
troller basically amounts to an open loop controller for the internal forces and a
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closed loop controller for the positions. The attractive feature of the proposed control
law is that the computational algorithm is the same for the two manipulators.
Hu and Goldenberg [7] addressed the problem of multiple robots manipulating a
load in contact with the environment. First they decomposed the multi-robot system
into three substems, one for the position error another one for the contact forces and a
third one for the internal forces. Then they used these subsystems errors and Popov’s
hyperstability theory to derive the update laws to estimate the unknown parameters.
The proposed control law guarantees the global asymptotic convergence to the
desired position, internal forces and contact forces trajectories.
Carignan used reduced order models for the tracking control of two manipulator
arms handling a load. An adaptive controller was designed to track a desired trajec
tory using a reduced model of the system instead of the full order model of the sys
tem. Carignan ’s results were very encouraging, however a lot of work remains to be
done on the use of reduced order models.
Zribi and Ahmad [21] and [22] proposed an adaptive controller for the multi
robot system manipulating a rigid object cooperatively. Their controller takes into
account the dynamics of the manipulators and the load and does not require feedback
of joint acceleration or the inversion of the inertia or the Jacobian matrices. They also
considered the effects of bounded disturbances on the system. A control law which
guarantees the convergence of the tracking error to a bounded set is also given.
In this paper we address the problem of controlling multiple robots handling an
object cooperatively. In section 2 we develop the dynamic models of the manipula
tors and the load. In section 3 we exploit the linearity of the dynamics with respect to
the unknown parameters to derive the parameters update laws. The dynamics of both
the manipulators and the load are filtered through a first order stable filter so that the
control and update laws do not require the measurements of the accelerations. We
define two prediction error vectors for the load and the manipulators. These predic
tion errors are the difference between the measured filtered dynamics and the
predicted filtered dynamics. In section 4 we use these prediction errors with a Leastsquares estimation method to estimate the parameters of the multi-robot system. We
then develop a controller which guarantees the asymptotic convergence of the object
motion and the internal forces exerted by the manipulators on the load to their respec
tive desired trajectories.
2. Cooperative M ulti-R obotSystem M odel
2.1 Dynamics Model

The general dynamic model for k cooperative multi-robot system has been
investigated thoroughly in the literature, and is also described in the below for com
pleteness. We first start by stating few assumptions that will be used in the subse
quent derivation.
Assumptions:

(1) The manipulators are rigidly grasping the load.
(2) The number of joints of the ith robot, nj, is equal to six and all the manipulators
are non redundant.
(3) All the manipulators can independently move along each axis and therefore all the
robots are nonsingular along the desired trajectories.
The dynamic equation of the ith manipulator in cooperative manipulation is
given as:
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Hi(Qi)Qi + N1Kqi,* ) = V1- Ji(qi)TFi
i=l, .... k
(I)
where, q;(t) e Rni is the vector of joint displacements, and n; is the number of joints
of the ith robot The inertia matrix of the ith robot is HiCqi) e Rnixni, this is a positive
definite and symmetric matrix. The vector of centrifugal, Coriolis and gravity forces
is NliCqi,Cji ) g Rni; the manipulator Jacobian is JiCqi) e Rnixni. The control input
torque for the ith robot is Xi e Rlii. The forces/moments applied by the ith manipula
tor on the object at the point of contact is Fi g R6 and it can be written in terms of the
contact forces T f, G R3 and contact moments Tii GR3, such that
f j Tifl for i= l,...,k .
Fi =
Now we will group the dynamics of the k robots to get,
H(q)q + N1(q,q) = x —JT(q)F
i=k

Let n • : E ni ; 6k where Hi is the number of joints of the ith robot. Then it should be
i=l

noted that H g Rnxn, N1 g Rn, x e Rn, J e Rnxn, F G Rn, q e Rn. Here H(q) is a diago
nal matrix whose diagonal elements are HiCqi), (i.e H = Cliag(Hi)), also J(q) is a diag
onal matrix whose diagonal elements are JiCqi), (i.e J = Ctiag(Ji)). Further,
N1CqllQ1)

q

N1Cq5Q)
Njc(qk>qk)

x

and

F

(3)
Fk

Qk

The equations of motion of the object (load) are obtained from the NewtonEuler mechanics (equations balancing forces and moments).
i=k

M x-I-M g=X fi
i=l
i=k
Ico + Cox(Ico) = X O li + TiXfi)
i=l

(4)

(5)

Where the position of the center of mass of the object expressed in world coordinate
frame is x(t) g R3 . The rotational velocity of the center of mass of the object in
world coordinate frame is co(t) g R3, and the gravitational forces acting on the object
is g(x) G R3. The mass matrix M g R3x3 is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal ele
ments are the mass of the load; I g R3x3 is the inertia matrix of the load. The position
of the end effector of the ith manipulator with respect to the object center of mass,
expressed in the world coordinate frame, is q (t) G R?.
The motion of the load expressed by equations (4) and (5) can be re-written as:
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Sz + N 2 ( z , z) = GF
Where G e R 6xn is the grasp matrix, and it is defined as

(6)

G = [jT1 T2 ••• TkJ

(7)

The matrix Ti <= R6x6 is obtained from equations (4) and (5) and it is given as

Ti

!3x3
0
T2i(ri) !3x3

and ^ifri)

0

- r iz riy

riz

0 “ fix

—riy Tix

0

where 13x3 is the 3 by 3 identity matrix, and q = [ rix.riy,riz]T 6 R3 represents the vec
tor from the center of mass of the object to the contact point between the object and
the ith manipulator.
Also the matrices S e R 6x6 and N2 e R 6x6 are defined such that,
S=

M 0
0 I

and N2

Mg
Ojx(Icd)

( 8)

The angular velocity of the center of mass of the object expressed in world coordinate
frame is v(t) e R3. The position and orientation vector of the center of mass of the
object expressed in wrald coordinate frame
z(t)e R 6 and the Yelocity vector is
.T
e R6. Notice that z(t)
z(t)
V1 (I)
OJ1 (I)
x (t) OJ1(I) ]T
2.2 Kinematic Model

Occasionally, we might be interested in controlling the manipulators in some
predefined Cartesian task space such that:
zi(t) = Ki(qi(t))

i= l,.,.,k

(9)

where K j(.): Rn*->R6 is the transformation from the joint angle space of qi(t) to the
task space containing Zi(t), and Zj(t) e R6 is the position and orientation of the point
of contact of the ith manipulator, with the load, expressed in the world coordinate
frame. Notice that the angular velocity of the point of contact of the ith manipulator,
with the load, expressed in world coordinate frame is Vj(t) e R3, the rotational velo
city of the point of contact of the ith manipulator, wiify the load, expressed in world
coordinate frame is OJj(t)e R3, Zi(t) = |v^(t) OJ^(t) e R6.
If we differentiate equation (9) with respect to time, an^if we define Ji(qi) to be
the differential map of the q,(t) space to zj(t) space (i.e. Ji

-), then we can write
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Zi(t) = Ji(qi(t))qi(t)

i= l,...,k

(10)

If these equations are stacked into a single vector by forming the J) into a block diag
onal matrix, and concatenating the qj ’s into one vector q, we get
Vc = Jq
r T

T

(H)

T lf

where vc = zi £2 ....Zic
is the vector velocity of the contact points, and
J = diag(Jj). L
J
If we write F0 as the total force acting on the center of mass of the object, then F0
correspond to the left hand side of equation (6), hence equation (6) can be written as,
F0 = GF

( 12)

Now from the duality between the forces and the velocities [11], we can write
G7 Z = Vc

(13)

where £ is the velocity of the center of mass of the object.
Thus for the k robots system, we combine equations (I I) and (13) to get
G7 Z = Jq

(14)

where G is the grasp matrix for the multi-robot system, and J is the Jacobian of die
system. Now if we differentiate the above equation, we get
Ci = T 1G7 Z - J -1 Jq

(15)

2.3 Definition of Position and Internal Forces Errors

We require the load to follow a predefined twice differentiable trajectory
Zd(t) e C2 hence the trajectory tracking error of the load, e(t) e R6, is:
e(t) = z(t)-zd(t)

(16)

The end effector force of the ith manipulator, Fi, can be decomposed into two forces,
the motion force and the internal force. The internal force does not cause any motion
of the load. However we must control this force in order to prevent excessive
compressive or expansive forces being applied to the load.
Let Fi represent the internal grasping forces and let Fiid(t) represent the desired inter
nal grasping forces. Thus the internal grasping forces error is,
Cf = F1- F iid

(17)

Notice that the internal forces and the internal forces errors do not contribute to the
motion of the load.
3. Properties and Preliminary Definitions of the Multi-robot System
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3.1 Properties
Few important properties of the inertia matrix, the centrifugal/Coriolis matrix
and the gravity vector which will be used in the developments are now given.
Property I : Linearity in the robots parameters:
The first property which will be used in the subsequent development is the
linearity of H(q) and Ni(q) with respect to the manipulators dynamic parameters P i.
H(q)q + N1(q, q) = Y1(q, q, q)P \

(18)

where P1 e Rri is a vector of T1 robot parameters which are constants for the given
manipulators. These parameters will be estimated by the proposed adaptive scheme.
The regressor matrix Y1Cq5^ q ) e Rnxri represents the structure of the robots dynam
ics, hence its elements are combinations of the elements of the inertia matrix and the
centrifugal, Coriolis and the gravity vector.
Property 2 : Linearity in the load parameters:
Another property deals with the linearity in the load parameters,
Sz + N 2 (Z1Z) = Y2(z, z, z)P2

(19)

where P2 e Rf2 is a vector of r2 load parameters which are constants for a given load.
These parameters wiUJbe estimated by the proposed adaptive scheme. The regressor
matrix Y2(z,z,z) e R6xr2 represents the structure of the load dynamics.
3.2 Preliminaries and Definition of Variables
Let P1 be the vector of estimates of the parameters of the robots, then the error
vector in the estimates of the robots parameters is P1 = P1^ - P^ Similarly, we can
write the parameter estimation error vector for the load as P2 = P2 - P2. Notice that
we can write
a

H(q)q + N1(q, q) = Y1(q, q, q)P i

(20)

Where H is the estimate of the inertia matrix H(q) and N1 is the estimate of the
Coriolis, centrifugal and the gravity vector.
Also notice that H(q)q + N!(q,q)q = Y ^q.q.q)!^, where H is the error in the
inertia matrix, and N1 is the error in the Coriolis, centrifugal and gravity vector.
Similarlywecanwrite
Sz + N2 = Y2P2
A

(21)

A

where S is the estimate of S and N2 is the estimate of N2.
We want to design control and parameter update laws that does not require the
measurements of the acceleration vectors q and z, thus we will filter the dynamics of
both the multi-robot system and the dynamics of the load. To achieve this we multi
ply both sides of the equation we want to filter by Xf/(D + X1), where Xf is a known
positive constant and D is the Laplace operator [15].
Equation (2) and (18) can be combined so that we can write
Y1P1 = T - J t F
Now we filter equation (22), to get

(22)
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Y i f P i = X f - ( J 1 F )f

(23)

Xf
-)Yi
D+

(24)

where,
Yif =4 (

(25)

t r = ( D ^ W )T

(26)

(jTf)' A ( d T xT)<,Tf )
The prediction error for the manipulators parameters will be defined as,
Cp, =4 I f - ( J 1F)f - Y lfP1 = -Y lfP1
Similarly filtering equation (19) we get
Y2fP2 = (GF)f
where Y2f is defined as

(27)

(28)

a

(29)

Y2f i (tttV ) Y2
D + Xf

and
(GF)f =A (— i — )(GF)
D +Xf
The prediction error for the load parameters will be defined as,
ep, A (GF)f - Y 2fP2 = -Y 2fP2

(30)

(31)

Finally we will state two lemmas which will be used in the derivation of the
control law.

Lemma I:
If Vi is a matrix and V2 is a vector, then we have
D + Xf
I •
D + Xf
- T 21CVi V2) = Ti-V 1V2 + V1—r—-(V2)
A.f

A,f

A,f

the proof for lemma I is obvious and follows directly from the definition.

Lemma 2:
Let
e = H(s)r
where H(s) is an nxm strictly proper, exponentially stable transfer function. Then
r e L2 implies that e e L2HL00, e e L2, e is continuous, and e —» 0 as t -»<». If, in
addition, r -» 0 as t —» then e -» 0.
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Lemma 2 is taken from Desoer and Vidyasagar [5], see also Ortega and Spong [10].
4. Parameter Estimation and Control law Design
Theorem I: Parameter Estimation
A A

The below update laws guarantee that Pi, P2 are bounded, and that Cpi,
regardless of the control law.

e4

P1(O = T1Ct)Ylfepi

(32)

H (O = -T 1(OYlfYlfT1(t)

(33)

and the load parameters are updated as,
P2(O = T2Ct)Ylfep2

(34)

r2(0 = -T 2(OYjfY2fT2Ct)

(35)

Where the time varying gains T1 e Rr'xri, T2 e Rr2xr2 and T1Cto) and T2(to) are sym
metric positive definite matrices.
Proof:

Consider the following Lyapunov function candidate:
V (O = P lr1Ct)-1P1 + P lr 2Ctr1P2

(36)

If we differentiate V with respect to time, we get
~T
~T,
~T
V(t) = 2p]’r 1(tr1P1 + P11T!(O-1P1 + 2P2 T2(I)-1P2 + P2T2(I)-1P2

(37)

and noting that -^-(T11T1) = 0 for (i=l,2), we get

f r 1= -r T 1f ,r 7 1= r i 1(riYTfYlrr 1) n 1 = YjfYlt

(38)

R 1 = ^ r 2F i1 ^ ' ( r i Y j f Y j t i y r i 1 = Y ^Y 2t

(39)

Thus,
V(0 = 2P llT 1r 1Ylfepi + P lY lfYlfP1 + 2 p J T21T2Y Jfep2 + P^Y JfY2fP2
= " 2e £ e pi + e J 1Cp1 ~ ^eP2cP2 + e PzeP2

(^ 0)

Hencewehave
V(0 = - ej ePl - eJ2Cp2 = - P ] YjfYlfP1- P I Y jfY2fP2
•

A

(41)

A

Therefore V(t) ^ 0 and the estimator is always stable. Thus P1 , P2 are bounded, and
ePi ’ eP2 6 ^ 2 -

This concludes the proof of theorem I.
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A

A

In the following we will assume that the parameters Pi and P2 are in some con
vex region Cr such that H and S are positive definite matrices, (i.e. Pi and P2 e Cr
/H a n d S >0).
Theorem 2: Control Law

The adaptive control law given below (equations 42-47) used in conjunction with the
update laws given in Theorem I guarantees the global convergence of the cooperative
multi-robot system tracking errors (i.e. e(t) —>0 and ef(t) —H0 as t -4 <»).
X = Ti + X2

+ X3 + X4

(42)

where Ti , X2, X2 and T4 are defined as
Ti = JT(FI>d - K 1Jefdt)

(43)

X2 = —HT(—zd + Kve + Kpe) +(- H T 1Jq + N 1 + Jt G+N2)

(44)

X3 = - J 1T 7Cp1 ~ -T^-Jt G+AA 1(GJ-TePl -Hep2)
Af
Af

(45)

X4

= ^ - J TG+Y2fP2 +

Hj A HT1Gt +J t G+S
A ^ G rTHT =GJ- tHT1Gt + S
and the adaptation laws are given by equations (32), (33), (34) and (35).

(45a)
(46)
(47)

The matrices Kv, Kp, Kj are defined to be constant symmetric positive definite
matrices; these matrices are design parameters.
Proof:

Applying the inverse filter to equation (31), we get,
- ^ - - I ( C p2) = G F -Y 2P2 " ^ - Y 2fP2

(48)

From equation (48) we can solve for F, to get
F = G+I ^ - C e p2) + Y2P2 + J - Y 2fP2H -F 1
where Fj denotes the internal grasping forces, and G+ = Gt (GGt )-1 .
Also applying the inverse filter to equation (27), we get,

(49)
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D + Xf
TI
— -Cepi) = T - Jt F - Y1P1 - ^ rYlfP1

(50)

Now combining equations (49) and (50), we get
D + Xf

T , D + Xf

-

I

a

t

- J t F1

- J t G+IY2P2 + -I-Y21P2]

(51)

Replacing T, Ti and T4 by their values from equations (42), (43) and (45a), we get
—

(Cp1) + JTG+ ^ l ( e p2) = Ti + T2 + T3 - Y 1P 1 " J1 G +Y 2P 2 - Jt F i
= (T2 - Y i P i - J t G+Y2P2)
+ T3 - JT(ef + Kijefdt)

(52)

Using (20), (21) and (15), we get
- Yi Pi - Jt G+Y2P2 = - H q - Ni - Jt G+(Sz + N2)
= - H ( r 1Gt z - T 1jq) - Ni - Jt G+(Sz + N2)
= - (HT1Gt + Jt G+S)z - (- HT-1Jq + Ni + Jt G+N2)

= -H tz - ( - H T 1Jfq+ Ni +JtG+N2)

(53)

I f w e co m b in e (53) and (44), w e g et
T2 - YiPi - Jt G+Y2P2 = — HT (e + K ve + Kpe)

(54)

N o w c o m b in in g eq u ation s (52) and ( 54), w e have,
D + Xf
T
D + Xf
a ..
- ^ r - H e p i) + Jt G + — a- — (e P2) = - H x (e + K ve + Kpe)
Af
A-f
+ T3 - J T(ef + K 1Jefdt)

(55)

M u ltip lyin g equation (55) b y GJ“T , w e get
T D + Xf
D + Xf
a
GJ“T — r— -(C p1) H---- -— -(C p2) = - A (e + K ve + Kp e)
Af
Af
+ GJ- t T3 - G(ef + K1Jefdt)

(56)

Now recall the fact that theinternal grasping forces lie in the null space of G, thus we
can conclude that
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G(ef + Kijefdt) = 0

(57)

Now substituting X3 by its value from equation (45), equation (56) becomes:
~ D + Xf
D + Xf
*
.
I
--T
G r T^ ^ ( e Pl) + - ^ p ( C p 2) = - A(e + Kve + Kpe) - -i-G J ep,
- ^ A A / ( G J T r epi+Cp2)
Equation (58) becomes:
D + Xf
T
—^ ( G J -1^

(58)

■~ „
.
+ ep,) = - A(e + Kve + Kpe)
- J - A A 1(GJ~TePl +Cp2)

(60)

Now multiply both sides of equation (60) by A , and use the identity given by
Lemma I, we get,
D + Xf
Xf

(GJ- t Cpi + ep2)] + (e + Kve + Kpe) —0

(61)

Ifw elet
u i — A"1(GJ- t Cp i + ep,)

(62)

Then equation (61) becomes
e + Kve + Kpe = (D + Xf)u
(63)
Also it should be noted that u e L2 because of the following:
(1) The exact value of A, (A = GJ- t HJ-1 Gt + S), is a positive definite matrix
because both H and S are Jiositivesdefinite matrices. We assumed that we are work
ing in convex region of Pf and P2 such th^t H and S are positive definite, which
implies that A is positive definite and thus A is bounded.
(2) GJ~t which is a function of the kinematic parameters of the manipulators (which
are assumed to be known) is bounded.
(3) In theorem I we proved that Cpi e L2 and e^ e Ljjll
Hence using Lemma 2 and the facts that u e L2 and A is bounded, we can conclude
that e 0 as t
In the following we will prove that u 0 as t —» and therefore e —>0 as t —><*>.
Middleton and Goodwin [8], proved that the regressor matrix Yf and Yf are bounded
for rigid link manipulator systems. Therefore Ylf and Y2f will also satisfy the same
property because they are also represented by same rigid mechanical dynamics.
Hence using the same arguments as Middleton and Goodwin (we omit the proofs
here, see page 13-14 of [8]), it can be shown that Yif, Yif, Y2f and Y2f are bounded.
Thus Cp1 is bounded because ePl = -Y lfPi. Now Pj = FiYifepi is bounded because
<•

<•»

•

m*

rp

A

Ti, Yif and Cpi are bounded. Also, Cpi = -Y ifPj - Y f fP1 is bounded. Therefore we
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can conclude ep, is uniformly continuous. Since Cpi is uniformly continuous and
Cpl e L2, we have epi -4 0 as t —> <».
Similarly Cp2 is bounded because Cp2 = —Y2^ .

Now P z= ^ Y jfC p 2 is bounded

because
Y2f and Cp2 are bounded. Also, Cp2 =-Y2fP2 —Y2fP2 is bounded.
Therefore we can conclude that ep2 is uniformly continuous. Since Cp2 is uniformly
continuous
and Qp2 e L2,
we
have
Cp2 -4 0
as
t —><».
Hence
U= - ^ - A 1(GJ- t Cpi + e p2) tends to zero as t tends to infinity. Finally we can conAf
elude from Lemma 2 that e -4 0 as t -4
Thus we can conclude that Pf , P2 , Pi , P2 are bounded and also Cpi , e ^ , e, e tend
to zero as t tends to infinity.
To prove that ef tends to zero, we should note that equation (55) can be written as:
A

A

A

A

D + Af
rr, D + Af
»
I t ■—
T
—^ ( C pi)-HJr G+- ^ ( e p2) = - H T(e + Kve + Kpe ) ~ J TJ
- ^ - J t G+AA 1CGJ-t Cpi +Cp2) - J T(ef + K1Jefdt)

(65)

Now because Cpi, e ^ , e and e tend to zero as t tends to infinity we have
Jt (ef + KjJefdt) -4 O

(66)

However Jt is not singular, thus we have
ef + KiJefdt -4 O

(67)

Finally because Kj is a positive definite matrix, we have ef —» O as t —» « .
This concludes the proof of theorem 2.
5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an adaptive control scheme for the multi-robot sys
tem during cooperative motion. The proposed controller takes into account the
dynamics of the object and the dynamics of the manipulators. The linearity of the
dynamics of both the robots and the load with respect to the parameters, were
exploited during the derivation of the controller. The dynamics of both the robots
and die load were filtered so that the control law does not require the measurements
of the joint accelerations and the load acceleration. The proposed controller guaran
tees convergence of the actual position to the desired one and the convergence of the
internal grasping forces to the desired internal grasping forces. Least-squares estima
tion was used to estimate the parameters. Future work on using different methods for
parameter estimation, and robustness of the least-squares estimator is underway.
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